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REFERENCE: WINE FOLLY 

 What’s in a Name?  Nearly every 
single language’s word for wine 

derives from the Latin word vinum. 
There are only three languages whose 
word for wine does not: Greek (oinos), 
Turkish (sarap), and Hungarian (bor). 

Some historians believe that 
Hungarian wine culture predates most 
of the other wine cultures of Europe. 

Hungarian Oak  is one of the three major types 
of oak, after French and American, that is used 
to make wine barrels. Hungarian oak all comes 

from the Zemplén forest, north of Tokaj and 
near the Slovakian border. Hungarian oak 

barrels were widely exported to France and Italy 
in the 19th and 20th Centuries, till Hungary’s 

communist regime. Today, Hungarian producers 
use Hungarian oak to temper their intense 

wines. Hungarian oak barrels can also be found 
(again) in many wineries in Europe and North 
America. Expect more delicate effects from 

Hungarian oak than from its French and 
American counterparts, and soft, creamy, 

toasted flavors and aromas. 

The world’s very first vineyard 
classification based on quality 
was established for the region 

of Tokaj in 1700. Through a 
royal decree by Prince Rákóczi, 
a system of classes (primate 
classis, secunde classis, etc..) 

were set for 173 vineyards. 

Before the World Wars a 
bottle of Villány red was 

available at the same price 
as a Bordeaux red in 
restaurants of Paris. 

The Tokaj Aszú wines are the very 
first and most popular sweet wines 
of history. Such names have made 
it immortal as II. Ferenc Rákóczi, IV. 

Pius Pope, XIV. King Lajos, 
Catherine Nagy, Voltaire, US 
President Thomas Jefferson, 
Queen Napoleon and Queen 

Victoria. 



IN HUNGARY 64 961 
HECTARES WERE UNDER 
VINES AND 2 894 539 
HECTOLITRES OF WINE 
WAS PRODUCED IN 2017. 
FOR COMPARISON, 
HUNGARY’S VINEYARD 
AREA IS LESS THAN HALF 
OF BORDEAUX  

VINEYARDS OF HUNGARY 



THIS RELATIVELY SMALL 
COUNTRY IS DIVIDED INTO 

22 WINE REGIONS WITH 
DIVERSE MICROCLIMATES 
AND SOIL COMPOSITIONS, 

INDIGENOUS GRAPES TRUE 
TO THE TERRIOR, UNIQUE 

AND AUTHENTIC WINE 
STYLES . 

HUNGARIAN WINE REGIONS 
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EGER 

Total: 5677 ha 
Climate: cool, small amount of rain, long winter 
Soil: lava rock, rhyolite tuff 
Wine Styles: Traditionally blended white and red 
wines. Egri Csillag is the white cuvée of the 
region based on permitted varieties made in a 
slightly aromatic, light or medium bodied wines 
with touch of oak. The flagship style is the red 
Bikavér, which is a cuvée of local varieties 
based on the Kékfrankos grape. The wine has a 
lighter bodied fruity style in Classic category 
and a Superior/Grand Superior style with 
complex fruity, spicy aromas, matured in oak 
from the best plots of the region. Monovarietal 
wines are also made in aromatic, light styles of 
white wines and also complex red wines 
usually made from Syrah or Pinot noir. 
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Total: 5774 ha 
Climate: hot summer, cold winter, long sunny, 
foggy fall 
Soil: rhyolite, andesit tuff, loess 
Wine Styles: Tokaj’s recently emerged styles 
are the more complex, usually oak aged dry 
Furmints and the bit lighter, pleasant drinking 
dry cuvées of the three main varieties (Furmint, 
Hárslevelű and Muscat). The flagship category 
is the hundreds years old tradition of lusciously 
sweet botrytised Aszú wines with extremely 
complex nose and taste along with higher 
acidity and deep extract. Szamorodni is a less 
sweet alternative of Aszú wines, with great 
complexity and unique aromas. Late harvest 
white wines are also important in the region 
made in lighter or more complex in style. 

TOKAJ 
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VILLÁNY 

Total: 2481 ha 
Climate: submediterranean climate, hot 
summer, warm winter 
Soil: loess, limestone 
Wine Styles:  Villány is the big red wine 
region of the country, with its high quality, 
robust Bordeaux blends and the amazingly 
complex super premium top wine the 
Villányi Franc (100% Cabernet Franc). 
Portugieser is gaining success recently 
mostly as a fruity, early drinking category 
with a great quality, often blended with other 
varieties under the regional brand RedY. In 
the Siklós area white varieties give smooth, 
less acidic but still fresh wines. Premium 
complex whites are made from Hárslevelű 
or Rajnai Rizling. 
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Total: 2248 ha 
Climate: continental 
Soil: loess, sand, clay, stone 
Wine Styles: The region is devoted to the 
Kadarka variety. It gives a nice, premium 
quality reds, with less tannins and colour but 
with a charming fruity and spicy elegant 
character underlined with touch of oak. 
Szekszárd is also permitted to produce 
Bikavérs with more focus on Kékfrankos 
and Kadarka varieties in the blend. These 
wines are also designed to be more elegant 
and fruity, lighter in style in the basic 
category and more complex, concentrated, 
oak aged in top quality wines in the 
premium category. 

SZEKSZÁRD 
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Balaton 

Total: 9190 ha 
Climate: cooler summer, humid air, milder 
winter 
Soil: basalt, red forest soil, redzina, weathered 
sandstone, loess, marl, Pannonian sand, clay, 
and basalt mixture, lassivage brown forest soil, 
brown earth and chernozem. 
Wine Styles:  The region lies around Europe’s 
largest lake. The styles of the Northern part are 
completely different from the wines of the 
South. Ancient volcanoes rule the landscape on 
the North with mineral driven, complex white 
wines on the top and demanding fresh and 
crisp, slightly aromatic whites from indigenous 
grapes. The South has a bit hotter climate thus 
international red varieties are popular in lighter 
or more complex and robust style blends. 
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BADACSONY 

Total: 1396 ha 
Climate: moderate, submediterranean. 
Plenty of sunshine, protected from the 
Northern wind. 
Soil: volcanic soil 
Wine Styles:  A small and unique location 
(part of the Balaton region) with massive 
basalt volcanoes, authentic varieties and 
individual microclimate. Under these 
conditions complex and mineral white styles 
are popular, both in stainless steel or oak 
aged versions mostly from Olaszrizling and 
Pinot Gris. The Kéknyelű is very rare 
(developed solely in the Badacsony Hill) 
white variety which gives a steely, mineral 
character and unique light aromas of its 
wines. 
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Total: 570 ha 
Climate: extreme wind, moderate 
heat 
Soil: volcanic soil 
Wine Styles:  The smallest wine 
region of the country (also part of 
the Balaton region), a stand alone 
ancient basalt volcano, with great 
impress upon the wines. Only 
complex, mineral, terroir driven 
white wines are made here. The 
Juhfark is the variety of Somló, 
however many blends are made 
to express more the Somló terroir 
rather than the character of a 
particular variety. 

NAGY-SOMLÓ 
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SOPRON 
Total: 1629 ha 
Climate: rainy, warm winter, cool 
summer 
Soil: limestone, slate 
Wine Styles:  Although many 
lighter style whites are made in 
the region, mostly the red wines 
define the character of Sopron. 
Kékfrankos is the king here, with 
similar styles of the wines of 
Burgenland, Austria. Some 
extremely complex Syrah, Merlot 
and multi-varietal reds gives fame 
to the region. 
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We hope you will get in touch with us! 

www.movinhungary.com 

Zsófia Krasznai 
Hungary 

zsofi.krasznai@movinhungary.com  |  
Tel: 00 36 20 517 2651 (HU) 

 
Rita Tóth 

Asia 
rita.toth@movinhungary.com  | 

Tel:  00 852 9561 6046 (HK) 
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